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Twisted minds, terrifying technology and tragic human dilemmas combine to scare and entertain
Never published before, these eight short stories of the extraordinary and bizarre reflect the dangers and horrors
implicit in the way we lead our lives today. Set in the far-off or the uncomfortably-near future, these disturbing
and entertaining stories pose serious questions about the interaction between human passions and the rapidlyadvancing communication technologies that, increasingly, underpin our work, our leisure, our relationships, our
self-esteem and our network of friends – in fact, virtually every facet of 21st Century life …. and death.
Beautifully-written stories for men and women who enjoy thoughtful sci-fi or intriguing tales of the unexpected:
• Virtual (the first story in “Curses Come Home”) explores internet bullying when a teenage girl is caught up in a virtual reality
prank that goes terrifyingly wrong. • Forgotten tells the story of a desperate father who will go to any lengths to stop his
estranged wife from getting custody of their two-year-old daughter – even if it means giving the child away to a total
stranger – but how to choose the stranger? • Skeletons is a TV reality show with a reputation for being the most shocking,
th
disturbing, controversial and downright brutal programme on the air. With the 100 episode approaching, the production
team are looking for their most extreme true-life experience yet for the celebratory broadcast. Viewers will never have seen
anything like it before – or since. • Demons: There’s been an increase in Demon activity lately. Anthony lost his wife and
child to the Demons. The Archangel knows where they are – but he’s not telling. Anthony’s desperate search for his wife
continues unaided by the authorities or the church, Anthony takes matters into his own hands. • Learning Murder: A sixyear-old girl is the only child patient in a mental hospital. She is “crazy not stupid.” She knows that hurting animals is wrong –
and she wants to get better. She just wants to be “normal” – but being ‘normal’ can be murder. • Theory 2.0: What if a
social media app could show you how life would have been if you’d made different choices? What if you’d married him?
What if you’d got a kitten? What if you’d become a pro-athlete? And what if you decide to live your “what ifs” instead of your
“what is”? • Brecadh: The ruins of an ancient city emerge from beneath the sea and media speculation escalates – Is the site
cursed? Was it an alien settlement? Is it contaminated with deadly diseases? As the World Government struggles to contain
and control the site, a troubled local man begins to decipher the strange symbols of the ancient inhabitants – with tragic
consequences. • Lips Like That: The latest, hi-tech beauty procedures are pricey but they are doing wonders for Rosie’s
looks. She now has so many more followers on social media. Most of them say nice things. Some guys say these hi-tech
beauty treatments turn your brain to jelly but Rosie’s just fine. She’s a bit behind at college right now but she’ll catch up soon
- and anyway, who needs qualifications? There are easier ways to earn some money – especially now she looks this good.
What price happiness, eh? And if she’s feeling a bit low, well, she can always have another procedure ….
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